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bstract

The MDSplus data acquisition and management system uses software events for communication among interdependent processes anywhere on
he network. Actions can then be triggered, such as a data-acquisition routine, or analysis or display programs waiting for data. A small amount of
ata, such as a shot number, can be passed with these events. Since programs sometimes need more than one data set, we developed a system on
STX to declare composite events using logical AND and OR operations. The system is written in the IDL language, so it can be run on Linux,
acintosh or Windows platforms.
Like MDSplus, the Experimental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) is a core component of the NSTX software environment. The

vent Summation System provides an IDL-based interface to EPICS. This permits EPICS-aware processes to be synchronized with MDSplus-aware
rocesses, to provide, for example, engineering operators information about physics data acquisition and analysis.

Reliability was a more important design consideration than performance for this system; the system’s architecture includes features to support

his. The system has run for weeks at a time without requiring manual intervention. Hundreds of incoming events per second can be handled
eliably. All incoming and declared events are logged with a timestamp. The system can be configured easily through a single, easy-to-read text
le.
2007 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Background

MDSplus [1,2] is a set of Open Source software tools for
ata acquisition and storage, as well as a methodology for the
anagement of complex scientific data. It is specifically tar-

eted for pulse-based Fusion Energy experiments. Hardware and
oftware settings may be configured from a standard tool (Tra-
erser [3]) or from custom-built programs. These settings, along
ith monitored values and configuration details, all acquired

nd analyzed data, and subjective comments, may be stored in
hierarchical, self-describing data structure associated with a

articular experimental pulse (shot). Like MDSplus, the Exper-
mental Physics and Industrial Control System (EPICS) [4] is
set of Open Source software tools developed collaboratively

nd used worldwide [5]. It is typically used for interactive con-

rol and continuous monitoring on large scientific instruments
uch as particle accelerators and telescopes. Both of these sys-
ems have been used on National Spherical Torus Experiment
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NSTX) [6] at the Princeton Plasma Physics Laboratory (PPPL)
ince it began operating in 1999. As shown in Fig. 1, for NSTX
PICS is primarily used for “Engineering” subsystems [7], such
s the torus vacuum system, the water cooling system, and the
ower supply coils. MDSplus is primarily used on the “Physics”
ide for diagnostic control and data acquisition, display and anal-
sis [8]. MDSplus supports 57 diagnostics and subsystems, and
PICS supports 19 subsystems for NSTX. Convenient commu-
ications and synchronization between EPICS and MDSplus is
equired.

Thousands of control and monitor points are necessary to
perate a fusion experiment such as NSTX, similar to plant
perations for a factory. In 2007, NSTX had 250 different
PICS display pages for 2500 I/O points for such functions.
dditionally, pulsed fusion experiments have unique data han-
ling requirements because large bursts of data are taken in a
ery short time. About every 15 min a 1-s plasma is produced.
pproximately 1 GB of raw data is acquired from instruments
n dozens of subsystems, hosted by Unix, VMS and Windows
omputers. This raw data is transferred to and stored in an
DSplus repository and is available within a few minutes to

nyone “subscribed” to particular signals. Some of this raw

mailto:bdavis@pppl.gov
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.fusengdes.2007.10.002
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Fig. 1. The NSTX Data A

ata is also used as input for analysis programs, which also
tore their results in MDSplus, both to provide immediate feed-
ack to the machine operators and diagnostic physicists so they
ay make adjustments for the next machine pulse or “shot,” as
ell as to provide a repository of information for later off-line

nalysis.
Synchronization is needed between various phases of the

xperimental cycle, as well as between data providers and data
onsumers. For example, when an event issued by an MDSplus
TORE action is received, it can trigger an analysis job for that
ata. There are 63,000 data nodes in MDSplus of which 15,000
re “signals” originating from analog channels. In addition to
aw data, about 200 MB of analyzed data is stored per shot. A
ypical NSTX run day produces about 40 shots and the facility
perates for between 60 and 100 days a year. Currently, about
terabytes of compressed raw and analyzed NSTX data reside
n disk.

. Objectives of the Event Summation System

MDSplus communicates between tasks with software mes-
ages called “events.” This is done over the Internet using
CP/IP socket connections to a designated Event Server host
omputer. Event messages can contain up to 2 KB of data.
n NSTX applications, if this data field contains anything, it
s usually just the NSTX shot number. Someone wishing to
isplay data as soon as it is available simply waits on the asso-
iated event. More complex analyses, however, typically need
ore than one data set, and must wait on what should be the

atest-occurring event, and then poll for other data if it is not
et available; the Event Summation System declares compos-
te events using logical AND and OR operations. There is no
vent-recording mechanism that is part of the standard MDSplus

istribution; the log file for this system provides such a record.
revious work allowed MDSplus events to be generated from
PICS [9]; this work describes notifying EPICS of any MDSplus
vents.

e
n
v
p

ition and Control System.

. System design

The key elements to the Event Summation System, shown in
ig. 2, are the processes ev2files.pro and sumEvents.pro. These

asks were written in the IDL language [10], so they can be run
n Linux, Macintosh or Windows platforms. Multiple instances
f the IDL components may be run on more than one computer
or performance or management reasons.

Events come into MDSplus as messages through TCI/IP con-
ections. Processes subscribed to a particular event, ev2files.pro
n this case, are notified when the event occurs and can be passed
he shot number (or other data) in the message. For simplicity
nd reliability, ev2files.pro simply forms files (of length zero)
hose names are the event name with the data value (usually

he shot number) as the extension. sumEvents.pro notices when
hese files are created and builds and fills a data structure to
eep track of unfulfilled dependencies. This data structure in
umEvents.pro is “check-pointed” to disk whenever it changes,
o that crashes or restarts of the system lose few, if any, events.

The initial event dependencies are represented in a text file
e.g., EVS.QCS at the top of Fig. 2), consisting of simple
oolean expressions, with optional keywords (such as /EPICS)
fter the event to be declared. When all dependencies for an
vent are satisfied for a particular shot, it is declared with that
hot number. In Fig. 2, for example, after events ‘Test a’ and
Test b’ arrive for shot 123456, the event ‘AandB’ is generated
or that shot. If the /EPICS keyword follows an event on the
eft-hand side of the equation, that event is relayed to an EPICS
channel access process variable” (by calling CAPUT [11]) with
name similar to the event name.

The MonEvents.pro program is an auxiliary program, also
hown in Fig. 2, that looks for the events used in the Event Sum-
ation System. Besides the advantage of visually seeing when
vents occur, the logging feature of this system is useful in diag-
osing problems after the fact. EPICS allows users to generate a
ariety of sophisticated alarm handlers, panel displays, trending
lots, etc.
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Fig. 2. The Event Summ

Another auxiliary system used on NSTX for reliability is the
uto-reload system (not shown). Linux processes are checked
eriodically and, if missing, restarted by a script.

. Performance

Each instance of this system can watch for up to 2000 events.
DSplus events can be generated on one host and recognized

nywhere on our network in about a millisecond, and thus satisfy
ost speed requirements for NSTX, although some real time

perations, such as our Plasma Control System, require smaller
atency. Event rates for this system were tested by generating
hem from one and from two different computers simultaneously
both connecting to a remote MDSip server). The system can
rocess an event in ∼5 ms. The performance of this system was
argely independent of NSTX shot-processing activity. When
vents were generated at 5 per second, none were missed by
his system. At 10 per second from one computer, none were

issed, but at 10 per second from two computers (5 per second
rom each), ∼0.1% of the events were missed about half of
he time. As the frequency of event declaration increased, the
ercentage of missed events increased. At 10 per second, ∼0.2%
ere missed. At 1000 per second ∼1.5% were missed. These
isses are not inherent in MDSplus events, because 6000 can

e generated, from one or two servers, with no waiting between
hem (which takes 8.5 s and 12.75 s, respectively), and no events
re missed by a simple program. Further work will be done to
liminate these misses (see below).
During operations, NSTX has been summing only 30 events
er shot, which depend on a total of 60 different events (most
ccur within a 5 min period). No errors have been detected or
uspected in several months of running. The tasks have run for

A

7

System for MDSplus.

weeks without needing to be restarted. This Event Summation
ystem can be easily distributed among different computers if
igher rates are desired.

. Future plans

Now that EPICS can know about MDSplus events, we have
any areas in which we can improve our notifications of

roblems. Missing diagnostic information which is critical to
perations will indicate alarms on operator screens and send
-mails to interested parties.

While the reliability of the Event Summation System has
een flawless during operations, if we increase the number of
vents by an order of magnitude, we need to improve the design,
r distribute the system among several nodes.

In order to make this into an Open Source system, it will be
ecessary to rewrite the modest amount of code that uses the
roprietary IDL language.

. Summary

This straightforward add-on to MDSplus provides a reli-
ble, easy-to-use system to recording desired MDSplus events
nd declaring “composite” events when logical combinations of
ther MDSplus events are satisfied. This system also provides
convenient way to inform EPICS of MDSplus events, so its

ophisticated alarm and monitoring tools can be used.
cknowledgement
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